Abstract-Among the speech synthesis approach, concatenative method is one of the most popular method which can produce more natural sounding speech output. The most important challenge in this method is choosing an appropriate unit for creating a database. The present used speech units are word, syllable, di-phone, tri-phone and phoneme. The speech quality may be trade-off between the selected speech units. This paper presents the three speech synthesis system of Myanmar language, respectively based on syllable, di-phone and phoneme speech units by using concatenation method. Then, we compare the speech quality of the three systems, using the subjective tests.
I. INTRODUCTION
Text to speech conversion is a system that converts the written text into their corresponding speech. It can help the visual and speech impaired person. Nowadays, many text to speech systems have already developed for different languages and they may be available commercially from simple text to speech up to online reader by using different speech synthesis approaches. The current approaches can be classified into three groups: formant synthesis, articulatory synthesis, and concatenative synthesis approach. Although the first two approaches got the acceptable level of speech quality, they have complex computation performance and difficulties to control speech signal. Therefore, the last approach, concatenative synthesis become more popular because it can generate more natural sound and less computational efforts. In concatenative speech synthesis approach, the required speech units are pre-recorded and just concatenate them. In this case, the speech quality and the size of the system depending on the selected speech units for concatenation. The short speech unit may be degraded speech quality but does not need multiple speech units and besides, less memory required. Otherwise, the longer speech units can generate more natural speech output but required multiple speech units to cover for the specified language and large memory spaces are required. The current speech units are the word, syllable, phoneme, di-phone, tri-phone and so on [1] . Many TTS systems proposed by [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] have been implemented by using the concatenative method based on different speech units and they can generate high quality synthesized speech. A numerical TTS synthesis system for three languages: Marathi, Hindi, and English languages is proposed by [7] . They used the approach that combined rule-based approach and concatenation based approach. They used all utterances of sound units have been used for concatenation and generation of the speech signal. [8] propose algorithms and methods that point out critical subjects in developing a general Amharic text-to-speech synthesizer. They used unit selection concatenative synthesis approach and the main issue of Amharic language are described and allophone labeling scheme is introduced for easily locating target sound units. This is one of the major difficulties of the unit selection approach that selected the right unit from multiple sound units. These units are recorded and segmented with the relevant allophonic variations. According to the literature, the selection of speech units is very important in concatenative speech synthesis approaches. Therefore, later research works compare the TTS systems with different speech units in [9] that compared two Arabic text to speech systems: two screen readers, namely, Non-Visual Desktop Access (NVDA) and IBSAR. They tested the quality of two systems in terms of standard pronunciation and intelligibility tests with the visually impaired person. According to their results, the NVDA outperformed IBSAR on the pronunciation tests. However, both systems gave the competitive performance on the intelligibility tests. [10] developed the unit selection based and HMM-based speech synthesizer for the Urdu language. They also developed phonetic lexicon that contains 70597 words and 10 hours speech data is used for both synthesizers. Then, they compared these two synthesizers. According to their evaluation result, the HMM generated speech outperformed in intelligibility than the unit selection based synthesizer. Nowadays, current researchers, up to proposed the optimal character recognition (OCR) based-TTS system to help such visually challenged person by OCR [11] . The result texts from the OCR is converted into speech. They used blind deconvolution method and pre pre-processing operation to remove the effect of noise and blur so that they can achieve the efficient result of the framework for visually challenged. For Myanmar language, there has been the considerable effort on speech processing in Myanmar natural language processing. Typically, text to speech systems in different languages have been developed by using different approaches as well as for Myanmar language. [12] designed the rule-based MTTS system in which fundamental speech units are demi-syllables with the level tone. They used a source filter model and furthermore a Log Magnitude Approximation Filter. The high intelligibility of the synthesized tone was confirmed through listening tests with correct rates of over 90%. According to their result, they have high intelligibility but the speech output is the similar robotic voice in naturalness. Therefore, di-phone based MTTS is developed by [13] . They used the concatenative synthesis method and time domain pitch synchronous overlap-add (TD-PSOLA) for smoothing concatenation points. Their diphone database which includes over 8000 diphones for 500 Myanmar sentences. The speech units are too much for the intention of resource limited devices. Moreover, if the required di-phone pair does not contain in the created database, the system results degraded. Therefore, [14] proposed a new phoneme concatenative method for MTTS system. Their system is suitable for resource limited because their phoneme speech database contained only 133 phonemes that can speak out for all Myanmar text. According to their result, they also got the acceptable level for the intelligibility but still need naturalness. Consequently, in their method, they did not consider the half sound of consonant. In Myanmar language, the most of the minor consonants stand with schwa vowel. These kinds of consonant have half-sound of original one. In the previous method [14] , some rules for schwa insertion are presented but this schwa vowel sound did not consider in the speech synthesis module. Therefore, in this paper, we discuss the comparison result of three speech units: syllable, diphones and phoneme by using concatenation method. In phoneme concatenation, we also considered the half-sound consonant for which we have to prepare the text for recording. After that, segment and label the recorded sound to get half-sound of the consonant. Then, fetch the appropriate speech files from the created speech database and concatenate them.
The rest of this paper is organized as follow: the nature of the language intended for this system is introduced in Section II. The overview explanation of Myanmar text to speech system is presented in Section III. The method used in this paper, concatenative based speech synthesis is described in Section IV. Then, the main purpose of this paper, syllable based, diphones based and phoneme based MTTS systems are presented in Section V, VI and VII. The speech database comparison is discussed in Section VIII. The experimental results of the proposed method are discussed in Section IX. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section X.
II. MYANMAR WRITING SYSTEM
There are approximately a hundred languages spoken in Myanmar. Among them, Myanmar language is the official language and it is spoken by two thirds of the population. Myanmar alphabet consists of 34 consonants but some has same pronunciation so that there are only 21 consonant sound as shown in Table 1 and 9 basic vowels which can be extended into 50 vowels sound according to tone level as shown in Table 2 . Myanmar language is tonal language and it is written from left to right. It requires no spaces between words, although modern writing system usually contains spaces after each clause to enhance readability. Myanmar speech and letter are based on the combination of consonant and vowel phoneme so called syllable. Vowels are always voiced sounds and they are produced with the vocal cords in vibration, while consonants may be either voiced or unvoiced. Vowels have considerably higher amplitude than consonants and they are also more stable and easier to analyze and describe acoustically. Because consonants involve very rapid changes they are more difficult to synthesize properly [15] . Myanmar text-to-speech system is developed by using concatenation method. In the implementation of Myanmar text to speech system, there are four main step: text analysis, phonetic analysis, prosodic analysis and speech synthesis as shown in Figure 1 . In the step of text analysis, there five main parts: irregular word normalization, number converter, loanword converter, abbreviation expansion and syllable segmentation. Irregular word normalization is accomplished from stack consonants to normal readable form. The determination of the number converter is to convert the number to textual styles. The non-standard words may be numbers that need to be expanded into the readable form of Myanmar words before they are pronounced. Number expands to the string of words representing cardinal, money, decimal number, fraction and so on. The input texts are segmented into Myanmar text like a syllable. Syllable segmentation is the process of identifying syllable boundaries in a text. In this paper, a rule based approach of syllable segmentation algorithm for Myanmar text is used for syllable segmentation. They created segmentation rules based on the syllable structure of Myanmar script and a syllable segmentation algorithm was considered based on these created rules [16] .
The Myanmar syllable structure is expressed in finite state automatic (FSA) algorithm as shown in below:
The result from the text analysis is feed into the second steps, phonetic analysis, is also called G2P (Grapheme to Phoneme). Grapheme to Phoneme conversion decodes the segmented syllable of Myanmar text into their corresponding phonetic sequence. It defines the pronunciation of a syllable based on its spelling. It also explores the most exact phonemes sequence of words, numbers and symbols and converts into phonetic sequences. We have constructed the Myanmar phonetic dictionary to generate the phoneme sequence and to pronounce these phonemes. Writing form and speaking form are different in Myanmar writing system. Therefore, the phonological rules are considered to get the more natural sound [17] .
The phonetic sequences are analyzed to produce the prosodic features by applying the phonological rules in prosodic analysis step. It is the module to analyze duration and intonation such as pitch variation, syllable length to create naturalness of synthetic speech. There are three aspects of prosody, each of which is important for speech synthesis: prosodic prominence, prosodic phrasing and tune. In the proposed MTTS systems, prosodic phrasing is considered to get better quality TTS system. There is no space between words or phrase so the segmentation for this kind of state is a challenging task in Myanmar natural language processing. Therefore, detecting the phrase break and then assign pause duration between Myanmar words and phrases are the main steps in prosodic analysis.
Synthesized speech can be created by several different methods. The methods are usually classified into three groups: (i) articulatory synthesis, (ii) formant synthesis and (iii) concatenative synthesis. The aim of this paper is to improve the quality of syllable-based and diphonebased and phoneme based of Myanmar Text-To-Speech by applying the Concatenative speech synthesis. Each system and the comparison of these three speech units based MTTS system are presented in the next sections.
IV. CONCATENATIVE BASED SPEECH SYNTHESIS
The majority of concatenation-based TTS system employs two different approaches for the realization of natural prosody: data-driven and post-processing modification. Data-driven methods integrate prosodic features in conjunction with the segmental units so that the best prosody is attained by optimal unit selection from a large inventory of pre-recorded segments. The approach of post-processing is to modify the concatenated speech signal so as to reach the prescribed prosodic targets. 
Text Analysis
Generally, the process of concatenative speech synthesis is very simple and it selects the corresponding speech files from a pre-recorded database and joined one after another to produce the desired utterances. Perfectly, the required speech units like syllable, diphones or phonemes, phonemes for concatenation is extracted from the created inventory such that its context in the sentence under construction is the same as that in which it was recorded. In theory, the use of real speech as the basis of synthetic speech brings about the potential for very high quality, but in practice, there are serious limitations, mainly due to the memory capacity required by such a system. The longer the selected units are, the fewer problematic concatenation points will occur in the synthetic speech, but at the same time the memory requirements increase. Besides, the output speech from concatenative synthesis is mainly depends on the selected database. For instance, the behavior or the affective tone of the speech is hardly controllable. Despite the somewhat featureless nature, concatenative synthesis is well suited for certain limited applications [18] . As an assumption, Concatenative synthesis is based on the concatenation segments of recorded speech. Generally, it produces the most natural-sounding synthesized speech. If the selected unit is longer one, it is easier to obtain more natural sound and it can achieve a high segmental speech quality.
V. SYLLABLE BASED MTTS SYSTEM
A syllable is a unit that has pronunciation with one vowel sound, plus or not surrounding consonants, forming the whole or a part of a word. Typically, a syllable onset is the consonant or cluster of consonant that appears before the vowel of a syllable. So, the 34 consonant letters in Myanmar indicate as the initial consonant of a syllable and Myanmar script has four basis medials diacritics to specify additional consonants in the onset. Like other abugidas, including the other members of the Brahmic family, diacritics are used to designate as vowels in Myanmar script, which are placed above, below, before or after the consonant character. Therefore, Myanmar syllable structure has the phonemic shape of C (G) V (N/ʔ) T, where an initial consonant C is mandatory, a glide consonant G is optional, a vowel V is mandatory, a final consonant-nasal N or stopped ʔ is optional, and tone T is mandatory, respectively. The minimum syllable structure is CVT in Myanmar language. There are 6 possible syllable structures as shown in Table 3 . 15,000 syllables [19] . In Myanmar language, the syllable can become if the consonant is attached with vowel which means the combination of consonant and vowel can make a syllable so that the 34 consonants and 47 medials consonants can be expand with 50 vowels into 4050 syllables (34*50 + 47*50 = 4050) that are all possible syllables in Myanmar language. However, some consonant has the same pronunciation and some combination cannot make syllable because they cannot be pronounced. Therefore, finally, the number of syllables is 2340 in Myanmar language. Therefore, the sentences that covered for all Myanmar syllables are selected and recorded. Then these are segmented and labeled. They all are stored in the syllable speech database. Finally, fetch the appropriate syllable speech file according to phoneme sequence the result from the prosodic analysis and generated the Myanmar speech output by using syllable concatenation method.
VI. DI-PHONE BASED MTTS SYSTEM
Diphones are defined to extend the central point of the steady state part of the first phone to the central point of the following one, so they contain the transitions between adjacent phones. Consequently, the concatenation point will be in the steadiest state region of the signal so that it reduces the distortion from concatenation points. Another advantage of using diphones is that there is no more need to be formulated rules for the co-articulation effect. In the current speech synthesis approaches, diphones is the most widely thought speech units.
In standard, if the phones number is P in a particular language, then the number of diphones is P 2 in theoretically. Actually, all languages may have restrictions like what sounds can occur next to each other so that the number of diphones in each language is usually much smaller than p 2 because there is no need to combine all possible phonemes in the case of creating diphones speech database. For example -Spanish has about 800 diphones and German has about 2,500.
In Myanmar language, the diphones speech unit's selection is based on the one word to cut the two sound files and it is to explicitly list all possible phone-phone transition. Firstly, we list the possible words to get the enough diphones pairs for concatenation so that the size of the diphone database has around 10496 diphones in Myanmar language. The possible words for diphone pairs are calculated in following Table 4 . There are many Myanmar words for 34 consonants, 50 vowels and 47 medical consonants words. The square of words reduces the square of vowels is equal to the possible unit-based diphone pairs. The 114 words combine with 21 consonants, 47 medial and 50 vowels and 2500 vowels are the square of 50 vowels. Therefore, the Myanmar Diphone database stores around 10496 diphones pairs for every Myanmar words (114 (21 Consonants + 47 Exception Words + 50 Vowels) x 114 (21 Consonants + 47 Exception Words + 50Vowels) -2500 (50Vowels x 50Vowles)) in Myanmar Language. The pair of vowel and vowel is not in phoneme sequence for diphone database. So the number of double vowels subtracts from the total diphone database. Typically, database size is larger than syllable database, however, they are not only easier to deal with in runtime but also at ease to obtain a positive system with diphone concatenation. Moreover, in some modern systems, a combination of this unit and other methods such as unit selection are used. However, it is very large for the resource limited devices.
VII. PHONEME BASED MTTS SYSTEM
In speech synthesis, phonemes are perhaps the most normally used units as they are the normal linguistic representation of speech. Generally, the basic unit inventory is usually between 40 and 50, which is clearly the smallest compared to other units [19] . Using phonemes gives maximum flexibility with the rule-based systems. Nevertheless, it is difficult to synthesize the phones like plosives because they do not have a steady state target position. The articulation must also be formulated as rules. Sometimes, phonemes are used as an input for speech synthesizer to drive like diphone based synthesizer. Phoneme is the basic and smallest sound unit that can distinguish one word from another in a particular language.
In English, the two words pit and bit, they have different sound in the only first position such as start with /p/ in pit and /b/ for bit. These two phoneme /p/ and /b/ can distinguish two different sound and meaning of word as they are the smallest unit of sound and that cannot be separated again. In the word "pet and pit", they are only different in vowel sound /e/ and /i/. Therefore, /p/, /b/, /e/, /i/ can be defined as phoneme in English language [11] . Phonemes are conventionally placed between slashes in transcription. In this case, the word which has only one different phoneme is called minimal pair. The Myanmar word ပန် း-/pan/ (flower) and ဗန် း-/ban/ (tray) are different in the first position of sound as /p/ and /b/. Likewise, for the word ပန် း-/pan/ (flower) and ပု န် း-/pon/ (hide), they have only different vowel sound /a/ and /o/. Therefore, /p/, /b/, /a/ and /o/ are phoneme in Myanmar language and the word ပန် း, ဗန် း and ပု န် း are minimal pair because they have only one differ phone [20] .
Phonology is a branch of linguistics concerned with the systematic organization of sounds in languages [21] . It has traditionally focused largely on the study of the systems of phonemes in particular languages. Myanmar phonology is generally constructed by means of combining the consonant phoneme, vowel phoneme and tone as shown in Although there are 34 consonants, some consonant has the same pronunciation so that there are only 21 consonant phonemes. The above 21 consonant letters (C) may be modified by one or more medial diacritics (three at most) before the vowel indicating an additional consonant. These diacritics are: Ya pin (ျ), Ya yit (ြ), Wa hswe (ွ) and Ha hto (ှ) indicated by /j/, /j/, /w/ and /h/ respectively. The basic medials can be combined to become totally 11 medials. These 11 medials can modify the 34 basic consonants (11*21=231). ) . Therefore, the extra 25 (22+3) consonant sound file which has half sound nature. Figure 2 shows that how to get the half sound of the consonant "ကအလး (baby)" is got. Fig.2 . Cutting the half sound of consonant "k" from the word "ကအလး"
In the Myanmar phoneme speech database, at first, there are only 133 phoneme speech sound in [14] that did not consider half-sound. Now, after considering this kind of sound, the speech units increase up to 157 phoneme speech files by adding extra 24 minor consonants as shown in Table 6 . These phonemes can make sound for all kind of Myanmar texts. Therefore, this amount of phoneme is significantly reduced than the di-phone based and syllable based MTTS system so that it is very suitable for resourced limited devices. 
VIII. SPEECH DATABASE COMPARISON
Myanmar speech synthesis has been developed based on three speech units: syllable, diphones and phoneme by using concatenative synthesis approach. The number of speech files of corresponding speech units for MTTS system is shown in the Table 7 . The structure of speech database for three units is created with Arpabet sign as shown in Table 9 and 10 to be easy in the retrieving of the respective speech files. Firstly, all possible syllables (2305 syllables) are analyzed and recorded for syllable speech database. Then they are segmented and labeled with pair of Arpabet signs according segmental sound file. It took over 8 hours for recoding. For the diphones database, the training Myanmar sentences are recorded to get the diphones pairs. It took about 8 hours in two days to complete the desired diphones speech database. Then, the segmented diphone pairs (10496) are also assigned with their corresponding Arperbet sign. For the phoneme speech database, the selected consonant phoneme, medials phonemes, vowel phoneme and the half sound consonant speech files, totally 157 phonemes are recoded separately. Then, they are also segmented and labeled. It takes only around 2 hours. Sample labeling with the corresponding with arperbet signs for three speech units is presented in the These three units have advantage and disadvantages. The speech units are selected based on the system demands. According to the Table 7 , the diphones speech database is the largest and the syllable speech database is more than the phoneme speech database. The more the speech units the database has, the more take time for recording, segmenting and labeling speech files. It is time consuming tasks and need the human effort for it. In the application point of view, if the MTTS system is intended for resourced limited devices, the size of the app is comparable based on the created speech database size. Therefore, the phoneme speech databased size is the most suitable for the resource limited device. Table 9 . Sample Arpabet symbol for consonant
…. a h AH Table 10 . Sample Arpabet symbol for vowel
IX. EVALUATION METHOD
The two-quality measures are considered for testing the quality of three MTTS system. They are intelligibility test which measures how much the user understand what the speech output is and the naturalness test which measure how much the system output is similar to the real human speech.
The most popular methods for evaluation: mean opinion score (MOS) is used for two quality tests. The MOS method is the most useful and simplest method to test the quality of MTTS systems. It has five level scales in MOS: bad (1), poor (2), fair (3), good (4) and excellent (5) [22] . The formula for MOS calculation is described as the following equation (1).
Moreover, the word error rate (WER) is another evaluation method for the intelligibility test. For this method, the speech files are played for the evaluators. Then, they have to write whatever they heard, even if they don't understand the meaning. According to their results, we calculated WER by using the following equation (2) . 
Generally, the evaluation can also be made at several levels, such as phoneme, word, or sentence level, depending on what kind of information is needed. In this paper, MTTS systems which has been developed by using concatenative speech synthesis approach is evaluated based on three speech units (syllable, diphones and phonemes) The evaluation process is usually done by subjective listening tests. For MTTS testing, the 8 evaluators help and test the speech quality of MTTS system for the 100 sentences that have average words length is 15.
A. Naturalness Test
For the syllable based MTTS system, the evaluators are asked the question of the sound quality how much the listeners feel the voice is similar to the real person. Regarding their answers, for the syllable based MTTS system, 0.5% of listeners thought about the output speech is very natural, 15.16% considered the speech are natural and 60.45% of listener identified the voice are acceptable. Around 22.82% assumed the speech output is needed to get more naturalness and only 0.84% though the worst. For the diphones based MTTS system, 0.5% of listeners supposed that the output speech is very natural, 15.16% well-thought-out the speech are natural and 60.45% of listener recognized the voice are acceptable. Round 22.82% assumed the speech output is needed to get more naturalness and only 0.84% though the worst condition. For the phonem based MTTS system, 0.5% of listeners thought about the output speech is right natural, 15.16% considered the speech are natural and 60.45% of listener identified the voice are acceptable. Around 22.82% assumed the speech output is needed to get more naturalness and only 0.84% though the worst. The average percent for three speech units are shown in Figure 3 .
B. Intelligibility Test
The question for the intelligibility of the speech quality is how much the subjective understood the voice or how much of what the voice said the subjective understood. In these case, for the syllable based MTTS system, 19.75% of the subjective understood very well. 15 Figure 4 . 
X. COMPARISON RESULT FOR THREE SPEECH UNITS
In the syllable based system, there are 725 syllable speech files for the selected 100 testing sentences. On if the system can retrieve the corresponding speech file of the input sentence, the speech quality may be increased. Therefore, the quality depends on the stored syllable speech files. In the diphone based MTTS system, the quality of the system depends on number of diphone pairs which covered the meaning for each word. The 1382 diphone pairs are needed for the 100 sentences in the diphone-concatenation. The drawback of their system is that the system cannot produce speech output if the diphone pairs do not exist in the created speech database. However, the defined 157 phonmes speech files can speech out for all Myanmar words. The comparison results for average MOS values and number of speech files for 100 sentences are shown in the Table 11 . In the application point of view, the proposed concatenative based MTTS systems are intended for the resourced limited device so that the size of the app is comparable based on the created speech database size. After developing MTTS systems, phoneme based MTTS has smallest speech inventory size but its MOS values are less than the diphones based and higher than the syllables based. Diphones based MTTS systems has the highest MOS score for speech quality. The syllable based is weaker than the last two units. As conclusion, according to the required demand, there may be different in the case of choosing the speech units for concatenation. If the system only considers speech quality and not for storage performance, the diphones speech units is the best to choose. Otherwise, the system considers the storage requirement and accepts the fair state in speech quality, the phoneme is the most suitable for resource limited devices. The final results for the three speech units are shown in the Figure 5 . depended on the user demand. If more naturalness is needed, diphones is the best and if the storage power is considered, phoneme is the most suitable to choose.
